Toyama information:

Toyama Convention Bureau Foundation
Toyama city official website

Access:

Seoul, Korea (Incheon International Airport)
Dalian, China (Dalian Zhoushuizi International Airport)
Shanghai, China (Shanghai Pudong International Airport)
Note: The Airlines website is in Chinese or Japanese.
Sapporo, Japan (Chitose International Airport)
Note: Look to the bottom of the link.
Tokyo, Japan (Tokyo International Airport / Haneda Airport) – Recommended if available
- Cities (US-bound/Europe-bound) directly connected to Haneda Airport International Terminal
- Airlines serving Haneda Airport International Terminal

Toyama Airport (Flight schedule)

By Bus (1.5 hour)

By JR Train, 2 transfers at Tokyo and Echigo-yuzawa (3hr. 30min.)

By JR Train, 1 transfer at Shin-osaka (3 hr. 20 min.)

By Taxi (5 min.)

By Bus (30 min)

By Taxi (20 min.)

For more information please click the links in blue